
 

One Piece - Franky - Pokerdeck

ONE PIECE COLLECTION:

Ahoy, mateys! Get ready to join the Straw Hat crew on their quest for the One
Piece with our amazing One Piece playing cards! Featuring your favorite
characters from the series, these cards are the ultimate addition to any One
Piece collection. With stunning designs and high-quality materials, these playing
cards are perfect for all fans of the series - set sail with the Straw Hat crew today!

Main features:

9 decks in total (Straw Hat Pirates)
Officially licensed by Toei Animation
Made for professionals with the highest Casino quality with a luxury finish.
Features a finely embossed tuck case with custom One Piece artwork.
Fully custom suits (Clubs, Hearts, Spades, Diamonds) with One Piece
elements
9 different custom back design. The Ace of Spades is based on each of
the Pirate's logos.
Custom face cards (Jack, Queen, King) with all the Straw Hat Pirates and
emphasis on the main character.
Perfect for all the One Piece fans who wish to own a collector's item.

FRANKY

"I'm the most super guy on this island! The man behind the scenes in Water
Seven! Nnngh! Frankyyyy!"

Franky, a.k.a "Iron Man Franky," is the shipwright of the infamous Straw Hat
Pirates and the builder of the Thousand Sunny. His lifelong dream to create a
ship and circumnavigate the world with it has led him into a world full of
adventures!

Main features:

Officially licensed by Toei Animation
Made for professionals with the highest Casino quality with a luxury finish.
Features a finely embossed tuck case with custom One Piece artwork.
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Fully custom suits (Clubs, Hearts, Spades, Diamonds) with One Piece
Elements
Fully custom back design. The Ace of Spades is based on the Pirate's
logos.
Custom face cards (Jack, Queen, King) with all the Straw Hat Pirates and
emphasis on the main character.
Perfect for all the One Piece fans who wish to own a collector's item.
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